
Making BGP work hard for you
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About this presentation
´BGP DEEP DIVE (filters, tweaks)

´Assuming you know something about 
BGP…okay if you don’t
´https://blog.cdemi.io/beginners-guide-to-

understanding-bgp/
´https://wiki.mikrotik.com/wiki/Manual:Routing

/BGP
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About me

´ J2sw.com
´ ISP industry since 1993
´ Managing partner FD-IX
´ j2 podcast 
´ MTIN blog
´ Gi Joe collector
´ Thebrotherswisp
´ Oh yeah And certifications
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Let’s Talk Geek

Filters
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BGP 

´ Two ways to look at your traffic –
Outbound and inbound

´ Most of the tips and tricks are about 
influencing your outbound traffic

´ How others send you traffic can be
influenced, but is more complex

´ Looking glasses are your friend
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Filter Rules

´Can make or break your BGP
´Mikrotik rules can be buggy
´Have an in and out rule for each peer
´Consolidate your own prefixes into a chain
´Same for peers you accept prefixes from
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Filter example 
Here is where some philosophy kicks in

´ FILTER RULE FOR PEER
´Out AS6939-HURRICANE_IPV4-OUT

´Know the ASN
´Friendly name
´IPV4 or IPV6
´In or out
´All at a glance
´I am a fan of all UPPERCASE letters and no spaces
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Peer Filters
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As you scale filters need to be manageable

Less typing the better

Instead of jumping, do includes

Make sure you have explicit denies on your 
outbound

Outbound Specify then deny

Inbound Deny then allow leftovers



Our OWN IP Space

´ AS14333-PREFIXES
´ One easy to update prefix list for multiple peers
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SANTITY CHECK

´Everyone should have a sanity check chain on 
the inbound

´Filters out bogons (192.x, 10.x,etc)
´Filters out your own IP space
´Filter out prefixes smaller than a /24
´Other filters/tricks

´One option. Make routing table smaller by 
filtering out say /23 or smaller. Need a default 
route

´Filter out bad actors list
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Bring it all together
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Why are we doing it this way?

´Easily maintain prefix lists

´Change once across multiple peers

´Chains are stackable
´Less typing = less mistakes

´Consistent and scalable
´Survivable
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Let’s Talk Geek

BGP Innerworkings
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BGP with one 
peer
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BGP with two 
peers
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BGP with two 
peers and an IX
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How does BGP determine which route 
to choose?

´ 1.The first test is if the next hop router is accessible.
´ 2.If Synchronization is enabled, the router will ignore any 

iBGP routes which are not synced.
´ 3.The third is Cisco specific. Cisco uses a weight 

attribute. The largest weight wins. Default weight is zero. 
Maximum weight is 65,535.
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How does BGP determine which route 
to choose?
´ 4.If the weights are the same, the highest local preference is chosen 

from LOCAL_PREF. 
´ 5.Next up, the router checks to see if any of the possible routes were 

originated locally. The two main checks are either 
the network or aggregate commands. The network command wins 
if it is originated locally.

´ 6.If two or more routes are still equal the router looks as AS_PATH. 
The router will prefer any iBGP routes. Outside of the AS BGP will 
prefer the shortest path.
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How does BGP determine which route 
to choose?
´ 7.BGP then moves on to the ORIGIN attribute. If the path lengths are 

the same, BGP selects IGP over EGP and EGP over INCOMPLETE 
routes.

´ 8.BGP now looks at MED values. The lowest value is selected. Note, 
MED is only used if both routes are received from the same AS, or if 
always-compare-med has been enabled..

´ 9.BGP will then prefer eBGP to iBGP routes. This is not the same as #5 
above. Only external routes are looked at here.
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How does BGP determine which route 
to choose?

´ 10.Next IBGP costs are compared to the next hop 
routers. The closest one is selected.

´ 11.Ages of routes are finally connected. The reason 
being is oldest routes are thought to be more stable.

´ 12.And finally, if all else fails the router with the lowest 
router ID wins.
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Actions and BGP 
Actions

´These two tabs are where 
the “action” happens
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BGP Actions

´Focus of this section

´Most commonly tweaked 
items
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BGP WEIGHT

´CISCO Proprietary
´Not exchanged to other 

routers. Only local
´Highest weight wins
´Outbound path
´Used for failover most 

often
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Local Pref

´Can influence outbound 
path

´Default of 100
´Highest number wins
´My Local pref strategy
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Local Pref Philosophy

´ 100 - Transit Routes
´ These are routes we get in from Cogent, fusion, etc

´ 200 - Peer Routes
´ These are direct peers such as on the IX

´ 300 - Customer Routes
´ These are routes we receive from downstream customers if 

you have some
´ 400 - Local routes

´ These are internal routes
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BGP PREPEND

´Ads AS hops into the path

´Not as useful as it once 
was
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BGP MED
´When the local preference 

and AS path length are the 
same for two or more routes 
towards a certain prefix

´ Lowest value wins
´MED is only considered 

when two or more routes 
are received from the same 
neighboring AS 

´Helpful for an IX and a peer 
with a content box
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BGP Communities

´Most common way to 
influence traffic to your 
upstream 

´Lots of automation

´Can manipulate how the 
internet views you
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BGP Communities and Local pref

´ 62948:100 - Transit Routes
´ These are routes we get in from Cogent, fusion, etc

´ 62948:200 - Peer Routes
´ These are direct peers such as on the IX

´ 62948:300 - Customer Routes
´ These are routes we receive from downstream customers if 

you have some
´ 62948:400 - Local routes

´ These are internal routes
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Mikrotik and IXes
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BGP with two 
peers and an IX
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Mikrotik Specific 
things to an IX

´Nexthop Choice

´Max Prefix Limit
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Force next hop self

´ Needed for transparent route servers

´ Route servers sit in-between you and the others on the IX

´ Designed to reflect routes. 1 bgp session to many peers

´ The next-hop-self command will allow us to force BGP to use a specified IP 
address as the next hop rather than letting the protocol choose the 
nexthop
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Max prefix limit

´ Important to any BGP peer

´ Essential on an IX

´ Can shut down session until manually enabled or enable after specific time
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Upping your BGP game – Thanks to Faisal for 
these links

´ ExaBGP - https://github.com/Exa-Networks/exabgp

´ Fastnetmon https://fastnetmon.com/compare-
community-and-advanced/

´ (MikroTik Configuration)
https://fastnetmon.com/mikrotik/

´ Joshaven.com
http://joshaven.com/resources/tricks/mikrotik-
automatically-updated-address-list
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J2 resources

´ j2sw.com Jumping off point for all my stuff

´This presentation will be available on the MTIN 
blog ( www.mtin.net/blog) next week

´Sanity chain and other cut and paste code will 
be available to my patreon subscribers at the 
above blog.

Questions
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